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August 15, 2018 

VIA EMAIL AND FEDEX 
 
FOIA CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED 
 
BY ANTHEM, INC. 
 
Assistant United States Attorney Li Yu 
Assistant United States Attorney Rachael Doud 
Assistant United States Attorney Peter Aronoff 
United States Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York 
86 Chambers Street, 3rd Floor 
New York, New York 10007 
 

Re: Civil Investigative Demand No. 18-46 

Dear Mr. Yu, Ms. Doud, and Mr. Aronoff:  

 I write in response to your August 10, 2018 letter regarding our ongoing dispute over the 
scope of Topics 3(iii), 4, and 5 in the Rule 30(b)(6) deposition notice appended to CID No. 18-
46.   
 
 In your letter, you assert that if Anthem does not agree to produce a corporate 
representative to testify regarding policies, procedures, and training it used for ensuring the 
accuracy of provider-submitted claims, as opposed to the accuracy of codes submitted from 
chart reviews, you intend to file a petition to enforce the CID.  As we have noted several times, 
this information is not connected to what you have repeatedly insisted is the focus of your 
investigation, i.e., whether Anthem compared the results of its retrospective chart reviews to 
codes on file with CMS to assess the accuracy of those codes (as is addressed in U.S. ex rel. 
Swoben v. United Healthcare Ins. Co., 848 F. 3d 1161 (9th Cir. 2016)).   
 
 Frankly, we are baffled by your repeated refusal to explain how the testimony you seek 
relates to the subject matter of your investigation and why you have refused no fewer than ten 
separate requests from us to meet and confer on these remaining deposition topics.  We also 
note that your August 10 letter indicates that you do not “perceive any reason why further 
meeting-and-conferring would resolve this impasse” (emphasis added).  We are confused by 
this statement, since the parties have never met and conferred to discuss the proper scope of 
these topics, despite our many requests to do so. 
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 We equally disagree with your assertion that “the parties clearly understand each other’s 
position as to the scope of testimony Anthem’s corporate representative should provide.”  While 
both sides may understand what each believes the scope of the topic should be, we do not 
understand why you believe the topic you have proposed is relevant to the subject of this 
investigation, namely, Anthem’s chart review practices.  Nor have you addressed the legitimate 
concerns that Anthem has raised several times regarding the excessive burden and costs that 
would be incurred in responding to the overbroad scope you now request.  As we have made 
clear in our prior correspondence, we do not understand how your sweeping demand for 
testimony about any process, procedure, training, and personnel Anthem relied on to ensure the 
accuracy of the millions of diagnosis codes Anthem routinely receives directly from providers 
and submits to CMS bears any relationship to Anthem’s retrospective chart review program, 
which—until this point and as recently as August 9—you have insisted is the focus of your 
investigation.   
 
 We also have concerns about the burden that would be imposed by providing witnesses 
to testify as corporate designees about any and all of the processes and training at Anthem 
designed to ensure the overall accuracy of the tens of millions of diagnosis codes from 
providers that are submitted to CMS each year.  As we have made clear, Anthem’s claims 
submission process and related processes involve multiple departments and complex business 
procedures that are entirely unrelated to retrospective chart review and would potentially require 
dozens of witnesses to describe.  We do not understand—and you have provided no 
explanation to clarify—how such overbroad testimony spanning an eight-year period pertains to 
Anthem’s chart review program and merits the burden needed to provide such testimony. 
 
 Your letter makes clear that you are intent on moving forward with a petition to compel 
compliance with your interpretation of the CID, rather than engaging in a meet and confer with 
us on these issues.  Accordingly, please let us know when you intend to file that petition with the 
Court and the schedule you intend to propose for briefing the dispute so that we may prepare 
our opposition to your petition. 
 
Best, 
 
/s/ 
 
Jim Bowman 
 

 

JAB 
 


